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Do you have my money?
Then send us an email!
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I said, DO YOU HAVE MY MONEY?
Find our past issues online!
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What will you do now that it is sunny?
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Alex Altidore is attending Your Hum 

Conference today and will be exploring the 
tenuous links between Marx, Sophocles, and you 
wanting to throw your pencil at his head.

Kim Gershowitz and Steve Johnson are not in 
a relationship, but are at some stage past platonic 
friendship where sitting with them in commons 
will be really awkward and make you feel like a 
third wheel.
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weird or awkward.

:,-%"#;&%<&&4%*4;*$&6%$,%/,*4%$"&%3#9&<,,0%5+,-(%starting facebook groups is my cry for 

attention by John Stevenson.

You are now friends with Jennifer Jimenez and will soon wish you weren’t as your news feed 
will now be bombarded with stupid shit, like “Oh man woke up still wearing shoes, with the 
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liberal, uninformed, and self-righteous reactions to current events, and quotes from Camera 
Obscura songs every two minutes.

That Girl You Like is now friends with Michael Davies=%<-$% /-.$%3+*&46.=%#46%6&74*$&21%
not more than that.

8 of  your friends are attending Giant Awesome Party! But it’s the eight facebook friends 
you are least friendly with in real life, including the person who friended everyone at Reed 
during O-week, and the girl who you friended by mistake thinking she was someone else, and 
the party will be neither giant nor awesome.

You have spent 3 hours on Facebook today.  Go outside loser, how often is it going to be 
sunny in Portland?

UPDATES FROM MY FB NEWS FEED  '$$+7$/#8#$1%'"#(1

by A-DG

BE OUR INTERN

WHICH LADY GAGA ARE YOU?

Reed College’s threat level on the CREAM (College of  Reed Emergency Alert Meter) 
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after the appearance of  a large strange yellow circle in the sky on Thursday and Friday of  
last week.

After a day of  research the science department has determined that this “Strong Shine 
Circle” brings with it heat and light. The circle exerts a great hypnotic effect on the student 
body causing Reedies to somehow emerge from the indoors and congregate on the front 
lawn in some sort of  Strong Shine Circle worshipping ritual. Reed College administration is 
not taking this lightly and is in the process of  working with NASA to somehow extinguish 
this strange celestial anomaly.

In the meantime THE ADMINISTRATION advises all students to congregate in 
our designated safe house THE LIBRARY. Students will be held here until all traces of  
the Shine Circle are gone. We advise all students not to panic and go back to doing their 
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 - The Administration

What item in your closet is your current fave?
   A. Disco ball bra.
   B. Bright blue futuristic shoulder pads.
   C. Diamond staff.
   D. Yellow onesie that has pictures of  Mickey Mouse on it.
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What is your idea of  a perfect date?
   A. Humping a blow-up killer whale.
   B. Spending the day dressed in leather sitting by the pool.
   C. Taking a trip to my underground club full of  leather-clad gay men.
   D. Poisoning my super hot model boyfriend.
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What does your daily hair and makeup routine look like?
   A. Lightning bolt across my eye.
   B. Fastening my hair into a perfect blonde bow.
   C. Covering my eyes with sunglasses made of  silver tassels.
   D. Black lipstick that  makes me strangely resemble a doll.
   E. Weird eye makeup that makes me look like a crazy person.

On a Friday night, you’re most likely to be found...
   A. Hanging out in a kiddie pool!
   B. Sexily throwing poker chips at my hot boyfriends.
   C. Hanging off  of  railings in subway cars.
   D. Romanticizing female suicide.
   E. Being treated as a mental patient.

What is your motto?
   A. How’d I turn my shirt inside out?
   B. Russian roulette is not the same without a gun.
   C. I wanna take a ride on your disco stick.
   D. I won’t stop until that boy is mine.
   E. I DON’T WANNA BE FRIENDS!!!!!

ANSWERS

Mostly A’s: A hot babe who loves partying!
Mostly B’s: A hot babe who loves gambling!
Mostly C’s: A hot babe who loves leather and chains!
Mostly D’s: A hot babe who loves being a celebrity!
Mostly E’s: A hot babe who loves to sell her body!

by JB

Vagina 1: Hey, what’s up girlfriend?

Vagina 2: Not much, how about you lady?

Vagina 1: I’m good. Nice haircut by the way!

Vagina 2: Thanks! Is that piercing new? It’s really 
cute!

Vagina 1R%J"%$"*.%,26%$"*45B%N,=%*$G.%/-.$%#%92*(A,4H%
I’m trying it out to see how I like it.

Vagina 2R%!"#$G.%5+&#$>%HHH-'=%/-.$%C:D=%<-$%1,-G;&%
got some spinach or something stuck in your teeth.

Vagina 1: !!!

A VAGINA DIALOGUE

by GH 

LETTERS FROM A GHOST

by NF

Dear Resident,

It has come to my attention that you have built a house on top of  the graveyard inhabited by myself, my family 
and all of  my ancestors. Punitive measures will be taken if  you do not vacate the premises by the 14th of  
this month. We were a rough bunch in life; I sincerely hope you do not see what we have become after death.

Regards,
Ghost

 *    *    *

Dear Resident,
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However, I must notify you that while it may seem that you are the rightful owner of  8 Alder Street, you are 
in fact a visitor here. One hundred and eighty years ago, my wife, daughter and I were murdered in our beds 
by a group of  vagrant thieves. The grisly cruelty of  the deed was so strong that its memory is embedded in the 
very fabric of  your house. You might have already felt our black hatred emanating from the corners. My wife 
and I inhabit the Master bedroom, you can recognize us by the blood caked on our throats and clothing. Our 
daughter stays on the back stair, where she crawled after being stabbed in the stomach. Besides that wound, 
the right side of  her pretty face is smashed from the spill she took in the last moments of  her life. Due to 
the hideous nature of  our demise, we are entitled to occupy the premises until the end of  time, so please be 
courteous and aware of  our additional presence in your home.

Best wishes,
Ghost

*    *    *

Dear Resident,

I regret to inform you that I am standing behind you.

Signed,
Ghost

The eight Facebook friends that I am not really friends with.

The deadline to apply for the highly competitive Pamphlette Humor Writing Internship is 
almost here! Don’t miss your opportunity to get started in the exciting world of  resume 
padding with this highly-coveted 12-week unpaid internship writing copy for Reed College’s 
award-winning publication, The Pamphlette. Applicants are reminded to submit their 200-500 
word writing sample along with seven (7) letters of  recommendation by February 31, 2010 
to pamphlette@lists.reed.edu. Good Luck!

by AR 


